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A.bstractmThis paper deals with the following question: "Will the proposed etermln;itic queueing 
model yield a satisfactory approximation to the real qtteueing system under c(mslderation and if so, 
within which limits?" At first, we analyze the degree of approximation of the random real model 
by a deterministic one. This is achieved by estimating the Prokhorov distance betweea the output 
sequences of both models. The right-hand sides of the obtained estimates depend (m the Prokhorov 
or Ky Fan distances between the inputs of the underlined models. To estimate the latter distances we 
evaluate the Ky Fan radius of a set of l~obabillty measures satlsfying basic moment conditions involv- 
ing line&r combinatious of {t,t 2 ) or {cos t, sin t}. In particular, the last results lead to quantitative 
criteria for the weak convergence of probability meaiures to a point mass. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The conceptually simplest class of queueing models are those of deterministic type. Such models 
are usually explored under the assumption that the underlined (real) queueing system is close 
(in some sense) to a deterministic system. It is common practice to change the random variables 
governing the queueing model with constants in the neighborhood of their mean values. In this 
paper we evaluate the possible error involved by approximating the random queueing model 
with the deterministic one. In order to get precise estimates we explore relationships between 
distances in the space of random sequences ( ee [1, Chapter 3]), precise moment inequalities and 
the Kemperman geometric approach to a certain trigonometric moment problem (see [2,3]). 
More precisely, here we consider a single-channel queueing system with sequences ~= (ex, e2, 
... ) and ~ = (sl, s2,... ) of interarrival times and service times, respectively. We deal with the 
general case, assuming that {ej}j>l and {sj}j>_.l are dependent and nonidentically distribeted 
random variables (r.v.'s). We denote by ~ = (vx,v2,...), the difference i -  ~ and let ~ = 
(wl, w2,... ) be the sequence of waiting times. 
Along with the queueing model G/G/1/oo defined by the input random characteristics e, s, v 
and the output characteristic ~, we consider an approximating model with corresponding inputs 
~*, ~*, ~* and output w*. The latter model has a simpler structure, namely we assume that ~* 
and/or ~* are deterministic. We assume also that estimates of the deviations between certain 
moments of ej and e; (respectively, sj and s; or vj and v~) are given. More precisely, given two 
continuous functions f and g let X be a class of random variables for which El (X)  and Eg(X) 
exist. Then for fixed constants ~, E R, el > 0 and e2 > 0 we define the set of r.v.'s 
So(el, e2, f,g) = {XG x :  IE.f(X) - f(ot)l <_ ex, lEg(X) - g(~)[ _< e2}. (I.I) 
Further in this paper, we as~me that if e~ (respectively, s~, v~), j >_ 1, are known constants 
then for certain eli > 0, e2j > 0, fj and gj we have 
ej E Se; (eli, e2j, f j ,  gj), (1.2) 
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(respectively, 
or  
s~ E &; (eu, ~ ,  Y~, gj), 
,,j E s~;(,~,,2j,/~,gj)). 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
Having in hand (1.2) (respectively, (1.3),(1.4)), we shall evaluate the Prokhorov distance r be- 
tween the unknown sequence ~ of waiting times wj and the sequence ~* of waiting times w~ of 
a suitably chosen deterministic queueing model. 
The outline of the paper has as follows: In Section 2, we investigate the stability of deterministic 
model D/G/1/eo (see Theorem 2.1). (The corresponding result for G/D/1/oo can be stated 
in a completely similar way.) More precisely, we estimate ~r(~,t~*) by means of 7r(ej,e~) and 
7r(sj, s~). Here, we also consider the stability of a completely deterministic model D/D/1/oo (see 
Theorem 2.2) and the corresponding estimates for ~(t~, ~*) depend on 7r(ej, e~), lr(sj, s~) and 
lr(vj, v~). In the latter, the quantities e~, s~ and v~ are constants. Section 3 is essentially devoted 
to the eatinmtes of ~r(ej, e~), x(sj, s~) and ~r(vj, v~). Because of the assumptions (1.2)-(1.4), the 
required estimates are based on sharp or nearly sharp bounds for the Ky Fan (or Prokhorov) 
radius 
De(el, ~, f, g) - sup{K(X, a) :  X E Sa(ex, ca, f, g)}, (1.5) 
where K stands for the Ky Fan distance. 
Here we consider two types of moment problems: 
(a) Estimating Da = Da(~l, ~2, f, g) for f and g being polynomials of degree two (see Corol- 
lary 3.2). The right order estimate is Da _< const. (~1 + ~2) 1/a. In the important cases of 
f (z)  = z, g(z) = z 2, we get a very close approximation for D~. Here the class X in (1.1) 
(respectively, (1.5))consists of all r.v.'s with finite second moment (see Theorem 3.2). 
(b) By estimating Da = De(e, e, f, g) for f and g being trigonometric polynomials of degree 
one (see Corollary 3.4), we have proved the right order estimate D~ < const. ~l/a. In 
particular, the last estimate gives us the rate of weak convergence of measures p ,  with 
bounded support (0, 2~r) to a point measure 6a when 
f dp. -'~ f(ot) and / g dp, -'* g(a). 
Using the Kemperman geometric approach to the moment problems, we evaluate xplicitly D,,  
for f(t) = cost, g(t) = sint, assuming that the class X consists of all r.v.'s with support [0,2f] 
(see Theorem 3.3). Namely, Da satisfies the equality 
De, - D~ cos Da = e(I cos a[ +[sin el). 
In Section 4, we combine the results of Sections 2 and 3 and state the main estimates for the 
deviation between the waiting times of random and deterministic queueing models. We complete 
the paper with a short discussion (Section 5). 
2. PROKHOROV DISTANCE BETWEEN THE WAITING TIMES OF RANDOM 
AND DETERMINISTIC QUEUES 
The sequences of nonnegative, dependent, nonidentically distributed r.v.'s, g = {en, n E N}, 
(N = {1, 2, . . .  }) and ~ = {an, n E N} are, respectively, interpreted as the sequences ofinterarrival 
and service times. 
We reeursively define the sequence of waiting times 
wl  = O, w .+ l  = (w.  + sn - e . )+,  n E N ,  (2.1) 
where (.)+ - max(0, .) (wl -- 0 is used for simplicity). 
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Alongside the model G/G/1/oo, defined by (2.1), we consider an approximating deterministic 
type model indexed by *. Specifically, all the variables associated with the approximating model 
will have the same notations as far as the model G/G/1/co is superscribed with • : e*,s*,w~ 
etc. We shall consider two types of approximating models D/G/1/oo (i.e., e~ are constants) and 
D/D/1/oo (i.e., e~ and s~ are constants). 
The next theorem provides a bound for the deviation between the sequences @= (tot, w~,... )
and t~* = (w~, w~,... ) in terms of the Prokhorov distance, which is defined as follows: 
We denote by S = Rco the space of all sequences with metric 
CO 
d(~, #) -- ~-~ 2-'[z, - Y,I 
i=1 
(.~ = (Zl ,Z2, . . . ) ,  = (w,z , . . . ) ) ,  
which may take infinite values. Let Xco = x(Rco) be the space of all random sequences defined 
on a "rich enough" probability space (fl, A, Pr). Here "rich enough" means that the space of 
all Borel measures on the Cartesian product R °° x Rco coincides with the space of all laws 
Prx,y(X,Y E Xco) (see [4]). Then the Prokhorov metric in Xco is given by 
7r(X,Y) :=inf{c>O:Pr(XEa)<Pr(YEa')+e,  for all Borel sets A C Rco }, (2.2) 
where A e is the open c-neighborhood f A, and by the Strassen-Dudley theorem (see [5]), 
lr(X, Y) = inf{K(.~, I7"} : .~, 17" 6 Xco, 3( __d X, 17" _d y}, (2.3) 
where X ___d y means equality of the distributions, Prx = Pry and the Ky Fan distance K is 
defined as follows 
K(X,Y) := inf{e > 0 : Pr(d(X,Y) > e) < e}, X,Y E Xco. (2.4) 
Similarly, we define the Prokhorov distance in the space X of real-valued random variables. In 
this case, the Ky Fan distance is defined by (2.4) with d(z, y) = [z - V[. 
In stability problems for characterizations f c-independence, the following concept is fzequently 
used (see [6]). Let e > 0 and X = (X1,Xa,.. .)  6 Xco, the components of X are said to be 
e-independent if 
IND(X) := ~r(X,X__) _< e, 
where the components ~ of X are independent and ~ d Xi(i E 1). The Strassen-Dudley 
theorem gives upper bounds for IND(X) in terms of the Ky Fan distance K(X,X). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the approximating model be of type D/G/1/oo. Assume that the sequences 
and i of the queueing model G/G/1/oo are independent. Then 
r.AH~ 24:8/9-P 
1 OO 
_< + roD(r) + ,;) +,(s#, s;)). 
j=l 
(2.5) 
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OO 
2-"lw. - w:l 
= E2-nlmax(O, Sn_l-e,_l,...,(Sn_l-en_l)+...+(sl-el)) 
n----1 
- max(0, s~_ x - e* 1,... , (s*_ 1 - e~_l) + . . .  + (s I - e~))l 
< ~--~ 2-" I  max(o , , . _1  - ~ ._1 , . . .  , ( . . - ,  - ~ ._ i )  + .. • + ( . i  - ~i))  
n=l 
• e*  - max(O,.._x - e,~_~, .. ,  (.,,-1 - ._~) +""  + (.1 - e~))l 
+ ~ 2 - "1m~(0 ,  . ._1 - ~L1 , . . .  , ( ' - -~ - eL1)  +""  + (.1 - "~)) 
- -max(0 ,S~- l - -e~- l ,  . ' , (  n - l - -e* - l )+" '~ ' (s~- -e~) ) l  
CO 
e* _< ~ 2 -~ m~( l~. -1  - ";,-11,..-, I , . -1 - .-11 +""  + lel - "~1) 
CO 
+ ~2-"  m~( l , . -1  ," ," ""  
n----1 
CO 
_< ~"~ 2- "  ~"~ (le~ - e~l + I,~ - ~.~1) 
n----1 j= l  
_< 2d(~, r )  + 2d(~, r ) .  
Hence, by the definition of the Ky Fan distance (2.4) we obtain 
K(O,O*) ~ 2K(~,~') + 2K(~,~*). 
Next, using the representation (2.3) let us choose pairs (~e,8*), (~,,~) (e > 0) such that 
• "(~', ~*) > K(~,, ~:) - e, ~'($, ~*) > K(~,, $*) - e, 
and ~ _d ~e, ~. __d ~,  ~ _d ie, ~* __d ~.  Then by the independence of~ and ~ (respectively, ~* and 
~*) we have 
I , f (e ,e  ) = 
< 
which proves that 
lmf{K(@0,@~):~0 d @,@~ a - ~*} 
inf{K(~o,~;) + K(io,To): (~o, io) -~ (~,i),(~;,~o) __d (F',i*)} 
d inf{K(~o, ~)  + K(io,~o) :eo _d e,~o = ~, 
~; -~ ~', ~ ~ ~*, ~o is independent of io, and ~ is independent of
i, ~ is independent of ~,  ~* is independent of i*} 
<_ K(~,,r,) + r (~, ,  ~:) = ,(~, r )  + ,(~, r )  + 2~, 
! . (e ,  e . )  < f(a, ~.) + r(~, r ) .  
2 
First let us estimate 7(~, ~*). Note that 
oO 
K(X,Y) <_ E K(X,,]~), 
i----1 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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oo 
for any X,Y  E X °°. Actually, if K(X~,~) < ei and e = Y~ ei then 
co oo 
c > ~-~ Pr ( tX , -  ~l > e,) >_ ~'~Pr(2-"lX,- Yd > el) 
i----1 i----1 
_> Pr  2-"IX, - ~l > e • 
\ i f f i l  
Letting e~ ---, K(Xi - Y~) we obtain (2.7). 
By (2.7) and ~(e,~*) - K(e,~*) we have 
co oo 
• (e,r) <_ ~ K(e,,eT) = ~,~(e,,e'). (2.8) 
i=1 i=1 
Next we shall estimate ~r(~, i*) in the right-hand side of (2.6). By the triangle inequality for 
the metric ~r we have 
• (~, ~*) _< IND(s) + IND(~*) + ~(L_~'), (2.9) 
where the sequence i (respectively, ~)  in the last inequality consists of independent components 
d such that Lj = sj (respectively, ~ _a s~). 
Further, by the regularity property of the Prokhorov distance 
X,, ~ _< ~(X~,~) ,  
\i----1 iffil / i----1 
all X ,Y  E Xco, X - (X1,X2,...) and Y = (YI,Y2,...). 
With independent components ( ee, for example, [5]), and by the representation _~- ~ Ej, 
j=l 
where Ej - (0, . . . ,  0, e_j, 0, . . .  ) we have 
oo  
, ( i ,  r )  _< ~ ~(s~, 6),  
jffil 
which together with (2.6), (2.8) and (2.9) completes the proof (2.5). | 
In the next theorem we shall omit the restriction that ~ and i are independent but we would 
assume that the approximation model is of completely deterministic type D/D/1/oo. 
THEOREM 2.2. Under the above assumptions we have the following estimates 
CO OO 
1 ~(~,~.)  = 1K(~,~' )  < ~(~,~') < ~ -(~i ~;) = ~ K(~ ~), ~ - _ , , 
jffil jffil 
(2.10) 
and 
oo  oo  
1 lr(~, ~*) < E (lr(ej,e;) + v(sj,sT)) = E (K(ej,e;)+ K(s j ,6)  ). 
j= l  jffil 
(2.11) 
The proof is similar to that of the previous theorem. 
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3. KY FAN RADIUS 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 transfer our original problem of estimating the deviation between @ 
and t~* to the problem of obtaining sharp or nearly sharp upper bounds for K(ej,e~) (see (2.4)) 
(respectively, K(vj ,  v~)), assuming that certain moment characteristics of ej (respectively, v~) are 
given. One example of such an estimate is given by a lighter version of the classical Chebychev 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ~ > O, 6 E [0,1] and ~ he a nondecreasing continuous function on [0,+co). 
Then the Ky Fan radius (with fixed moment ~) 
R - "  R(a, 6 ,~) : -  max IK(X ,a ) :  E~( IX -a [ )  <_ 6}, (3.1) 
is equal to ndn (1. ¢(6)), where ¢ is the inverse function off,(t), t > O. 
PROOF. By Chebychev's inequality 
K(x , . )  < ¢(6), if E ,OX - < 6, 
and thus R _< mln (1, ~b(5)). Moreover, if ¢(6) < 1 (otherwise, we have trivially that R = 1), then 
by letting X - X0 + a, where X0 takes the values -e, 0, e : -  ~b(6) with probabilities ~, 1 - e, ~, 
respectively, one has K(X ,  a) = ¢(6) as it is required. | 
Using Theorem 3.1, we obtain a sharp estimate of K(vj,v~) if it is known that E(~([vj - 
v~D ) _< 6. However, the problem becomes more difficult if one a~umes that (1.4)holds. Here 
E~([vj - v~[) is not known, the only information we have on hand concerns eltimates of the 
deviations [Ef (v j ) -  f(v~)[ and [Eg(vj)-g(v~)[. The main problem of this eection is the evaluation 
of the Ky Fan radius 
D - Da(el ,e2, f ,g)  - sup K(X ,a )  - sup 7(z, a). (3.2) 
XEXo(el,e2,/,#) XES~(ex,e2J,g) 
The next theorem deals with an estimate of Da(el, ~2, f ,g)  for the "classical" case 
f ( z )  -- z, g(z) -- x ~. (3.3) 
This is partly motivated from the famous Korovkin theorem on positive linear functionals, ee [8]. 
THEOREM 3.2. /ff(X) = z, g(z) -- z 2 then 
e 1/3 _< Do(el, e2, f, g) _< min(1, 7), (3.4) 
where  7 = (~2 "4- 21a[ Q) l /a.  
PROOF. The upper bound in (3.4) follows easily from Chebychev's inequality. 
For the lower bound consider .v. X with values a - e, a, a + e with probabilities p, q, p, 
respectively, p = el~lS/2. | 
Using Theorem 3.2, we can easily obtain estimates for Da(~l, e2, f, g), where 
f (x )  = ~- i -px-t -vz 2, x,)t,p, v E R, 
and 
g(z) = a + bz + cx ~, z, a, b, c ~ R, 
are polynomials of deegree two. Namely, assuming c ~ 0 we may represent f as follows 
= A + + C0(x), 
where 
va vb 
A- .X - - - ,  B- -p - - - ,  C-  - .  
c c c 
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COROLLARY 3.2. 
Then 
Let the po/ynomials f and g be defined as above. Assume c # 0, and B # 0. 
Da(e1,~2,L#) _< Do(~I,~2,i,#), 
where 
1 
~1 := ~ (ICl ~2 + ~1), 
' ] 
h := i~i (ICl c, + ,1) + ~, , i ( z )  = z, j (z )  = x'. 
In particular, 
D~(~I, ~2, f ,g)  _< (~2 + 21a[ ~1) 1/3 = (c1~2 + c2~1) 1/8, 
where 
1 
cl - ic I I~ - vbl ([bvl + [/J - vbl + 2lal Ivcl) 
and 
c~ = + 2lal. 
PROOF. It is obvious. | 
The main assumption in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 was the monotonicity of ~, f and 9, which 
allows us to use the Chebychev inequality. More difficult is the problem of finding Da(e1, ~2, f, g) 
when f and g are not polynomials of degree two. 
We are going to meet a quite difficult case, namely when 
f (z )  = Cos x, g(m) = sin z, z • [0, 2~']. (3.5) 
Here we investigate the rate of convergence of K(X., a) --~ 0 as n --* oo, where (0 _< X .  < 21r), 
when we know that 
E cos X .  --* cos a and E sin Xn --. sin a. 
The Berry-Essen type problems deal with quantitative estimates of the lindt relations 
Ee itx" --~ Ee itx, for all t • R, 
which implies Xn ~ X (in distribution) as n ~ oo (see [9-13]). Here we are interested in similar 
estimates for the implication 
Ee ix"  ~ J~  =~ K(X., a) = ~r(X., a) ---, O. 
Clearly, such estimates can not be obtained by the classical Berry-Essen type estimates because 
the latter ones are based on the assumption that the limit distribution is smooth, see [11,13]. 
In the sequel, we consider probability measures p on [0, 2~r] and let 
M(e) = (P : l /  cos tdp-  cos a] <_ c, l /  sin tdp-sin al <_ ~ t . (3.6) 
We would like to evaluate the trigonometric Ky Fan (or Prokhorov) radius for M(e) defined 
by 
D = sup{It(p, 6a): p • M(~)}, (3.7) 
where 6a is the point mass at a and ~(/~, 5a) is the Ky Fan (or Prokhorov) distance 
Ir(p,6a) = inf{r > 0 :/~([cr - r, a + r]) ~ 1 -- r}. (3.8) 
Our main result is as follows: 
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Let tixed a E [1,2z'- 1] and e E (0 ,~(1-  coal)). 
D-  DeosD = +(I co. al + [sinai). 
Here we have that D E (0,1). 
COMMENT 1. By (3.9) one obtains 
W e ~[  D ~ L~ 
(3.9) 
D < ~/2.19+(I c~ a le  Isin al). (3.10) 
From (3.9), (3.10) (and see also further (3.23)) we have that D --~ 0 as e --* 0. The last implies that 
~r(p, &a) --* 0 which in turn gives that p --. 6a weakly. In fact D converges to zero quantitatively 
through (3.9), i.e., the knowledge of D gives the rate of weak convergence of/~ to ~,, see else 
further, Corollary 3.3. 
COMMENT 2. The method we use is based on the geometric approach for the solution of the 
general moment problem (see [2,3]). 
PROOF. It is going to be carried out by several parts and claims. 
By (3.7) and (3.8) we get 
r>D¢~A, : -  inf p ( [a - r ,a+d)>l - r .  
- ~u(+)  - 
(3.11) 
Obviously 0 < D < 1, therefore we are interested only for r E (0, 1], i.e. 
D - in f{r  E (0,  1] : A, _> 1 - r} .  (3.12) 
From [2], we have the following scheme for our related moment problem, where A = (¢oe(a+r), 
s in (net ) ) ,  B = (cos(a-r) ,  s in(a-r ) ) ,  C = (cos a, sin a) and V is the unit disc. Here ffi = cos t, 
y - sin t for t E [0, 2~r] and a E [1,2a - 1]. Further r E (0,1] which implies 0 < cos r < 1. 
First assume that sin a ~ 0. The fact BC -- CA implies ~ = ~r~. The tangent (e) at C is 
parallel to (AB) with slope 
dy I = cost ,  (3.13) 
tfa sin a " 
So the equation of the line (AB) is given by 
co6 a cos r 
z + y - - -  = O. (~.14)  
sin a sin a 
CallA* = ~s.~, B* - 1, 6'* = _~r  
s ln  o s ln  o"  
Then we have the distance 
a((=o, uo), (AB)) : IA*=° + B'Vo + ~'I VA +~'+ B:  (3.15) 
For any (Yl, Y2) in V, define the set of measures 
O(Vl, ~)  =/ j .  :[ofl costdp-yt,(o,~.] / s intd/ J - -y~},  
(3.16) 
with preassigned trigonometric center of gravity (Yl,Y~). For any (Zh,~) in A, which equals 
conv.(ABC) - (A, B, C), the quantity 
L := L(m, ~)  := ~-f ~( [a -  r,a + rl), (3.17) 
~EO(y,,Us) 
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is given by (see [2, p. I I I ,  (6.3),  p. 116, example  (c)]) 
L = d.((yl,y'~), (AB)) = IA*ya + B'In + C*I 
d(C,(AB)) Ia" cos + B.sin  +C'l ' 
(see Figure 1). We would like that  L _> 1 - r. Hence, any such L Should fulfill 
L = lYlCOS a+y~s in  a -cos  r I 
II - cos r[ > 1 - r, (Yl, Y2) E A. (3.18) 
Here note that  1 - cos r > O. Also B"A - 2r _~ 2 < ~r and hence (0, 0) ~ A. We have cos r > 0 
and 
Yl cos a + y~ sin a - cos r >_. 0 for all (Yl, Y2) E /X. 
Equivalently, f rom (3.18) we have 
Yl COS a + y2sin a >_ roost - r + 1. (3.19) 
Note that  r cos r - r -I- 1 is strictly decreasing in r, 0 < r ~ 1. We would like to find 
such that  (3.19) is true for all (Yl,Yz) E A n •, where []  is the square 
[]  :--- {(//1, I/2) : lYl - cos a I < ~, [Y2 - sin a[ < ~}. (3.20) 
! 
l/(e) 
B 
~'~ :=  infr,  (3.19") 
Y 
P" X 
Figure 1. 
For opt imal  such y~, y~, we get r0 := min r = 1"[ as the unique solution of y~ cos a + y~ 
sin a = ro cos ro - ro + 1. 
The  above is found in several ditferent cases. Similarly the ease of sin a = 0 is met.  
CLAIM 1. Points on the open segment (AB) or the side of (AB) where (0,0) is located play 
no role towards the calculation of D. In particular, the square [] (see (3.20)) is not located in 
the side of (AB) where the origin is located and it is not on (AB). More precisely, the distance 
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d((O, 0), [3) is greater than d((0, 0), A'B). Here we sha//use our assumption that • < ~,~ (1 -  cos 1), 
a E [1, 2 ,  - 1]. 
PROOF. Let (Yl,Y2) E [3nv  be in the side of (AB) where (0,0) is located or on the line (AB), 
within the disc, but (Yl,Y~) ~ A,B. Then (see [2, pp. 110, 116]) L(yl,y2) = 0, implying Ar = 0 
i.e., r = 1. Also Yl cos a + Y2 sin o < cos r (cos r > 0). 
Let s ino > 0, coso > 0. Then, by (Yl, Y~) E [3, 
(cos o - •) cos o _< Yl cos o and (sin o - •) sin o < y~ sin o, 
i.e., 0o6 ~ o + sin s o - •(cos o + sin o) < Yl cos o + y2 sin o. Thus 1 - •(cos o + sin o) < cos r. Since 
r = 1, we have 
1 - cos I < •(cos o + sin o) < V~,  
giving us • > ~(1  - cos 1). But this contradicts the assumption • < ~(1  - cos1). The other 
cases of sin o < 0 or cos o < 0 are met similarly. 
CLAIM 2. The boundary points of V play no role towards the calculation of D. 
PROOF. We start with some observations. If o = 1 then r = 1. Actually, by the assumption 
1 
• < ~(1-  cosl)  < 1 -  cosl,  
i.e., (1,0) ~ I"1. Similarly, o = 2 .  - 1 implies r = 1' Thus the point (1,0) cannot belong to [3 for 
any o E [1 ,2 . -  1], see Figure 2. 
y 
 (cos 1, sin 1) 
/ x 
(cos(2rc-1), sin(2rc-1)) 
Figure 2. 
Let now g(t) - (cos t, sin t), 0 < t < 2, .  That is V - convg.([0, 2,]). We use the terminology 
and the results of [2, pp. 102-104, Sec. 4 of non-interior points]. Let Vy be the set of points 
Z E V which appear in representations of Y of the form Y = AZ+(1 -A)  Z' with Z,Z' E V and 
0 < A < 1. Let Y be a boundary point of V. Then clearly Vy = {Y}. Also 
r Y := g([0, 2x]) N try = {Y},  
and 
T := T Y := g- l (v¥)  = g- l ({y})  = ty,  
by g being an one-to-one and onto ~ f o r  all t ~ {0, 2r}, where Y ~ (1,0). From Theorem 9
of [2], we get: Let Y~ (1,0) be af lxed boundars, point of V and let/z be a proimbili~ measure 
on [0,21] with fcostdl~ -- Yl, f s in tdp  - y~; Y - (Yl, Y~). 
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Then p is concentrated at {ty}. So, if (1,0) ~ y E g([a-r,a+r]), where a E [1,2~r- 1] 
and 0 < r <_ 1 (i.e., Y is a boundary point ~ (1,0)), then L(Y) = 1. On the other hand, any 
non-boundary point y G [] N V, not in the side of (AB), where (0, 0) is located, gives L(Y) < 1. 
Obviously, by (3.11) and (3.17), 
Ar = inf{L(yl,Y2) : ly~ - ~a l  < +, 1~2 -s ina i  _< ~}, 
and therefore Ar is achieved by non-boundary points of [] t3 V, which proves the claim. 
CLAIM 3. For every point Y = (Yl,Y2) in the region A1Nf'l or A2N[] (see Figure 3) there exists 
a point Y~ or Y" in the region A a N [] producing asmaller L. So all it matters for the calculation 
of D is the region A a f) r']. Y 'b 
A1 
[ ]  
(o, o) X 
A 
Figure 3. 
PROOF. The segments AB, BC belong to V, a G [1, 27r - 1]. The lines (AC), (BC) are given by 
(y-s in  a) = re(z -cos  t~), where m is the slope of (AC) or (BC). Let Y = (Yl, Y2) G E]tlV, located 
under A"~--above ~ (i.e., Y E A2) or under B'~--above ~ (i.e., Y E A1). If m = 0, take 
Y~ = (yl ,s ina),  it is on (AC) or (BC) and belongs to []t'lV. I fm = co, take y~0 = (cos a, y2), it 
is on (AC) or (BC) and belongs to Df lV.  Let now m ~ {0, co}. If [m I _< 1, consider Y~ = (Yl, ~2) 
such that ~ -s ins  = re(y1 - cos t~), thus [~-s ina i  _< e. Therefore Y~ = (Yl ,~) G [ ] f )V and it 
is on (AC) or (BC). If Ira[ > 1 consider Y" = (y~, Y2) such that y2 -  sin a = m(~ -cos  a), thus 
I~ - co~ ~1 = ly2 - sin ~l 
Iml < +" 
Therefore Y" E [] N V and it is on (AC) or (BC). In general we deal with the following scheme: 
Here YY '  [[ TT' and YY"  II ~ ' .  Also, YY'  II y-~,  YY" [[ z-axis. Note that if Y G A2, 
lAY[ [AY"I lAY"[ 
(see Figure 4, and [2, p. 114]), and similarly, if Y G A1 
[BY[ IBY'I [BY'I 
Ly = IBTI = ~ > ~ = Ly,. 
Hence, for each point Y of the region AI C) I"1 (respectively, A2 t') []) there exists a point Y~ 
(respectively, Y") of the region A a N [] producing a smaller L. Therefore the minimal L will 
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• AlorA2 T i C 
Y[ " , x 
/ 
Directions 
A orb 
Figure 4. 
be reached on Aa n i-l, i.e., A 1 rl  [-], A 2 rl [] play no role towards the calculation of D, which 
establishes the claim. 
Combining Claims 1,2, and 3 we obtain 
where 
D - 11, (3.21) 
II i= inf{r > 0 : Yl cosa + y2 sin a ~ rcosr  - r + 1, 
for all (Yl, Y2) E [] N conv.(A B C) - {A, B, C}}, 
see (3.18),  (3.19), (3.19"). 
Now we are ready to prove (3.9) by considering a number of special cases: 
CLAIM 4. / / 'a  = f then (3.9) is true. 
Y = (Yl,Y2), C = (-1,0), B =(-cosr, sinr), A = (- cos r, - sin r), 
E = (gi,0), Z = ( -  cost,0), Y' = ( -cose ,  y2). 
Here Y E [] implies [Yl + 1[ _< c and [Y2 [ _< e. From Claim I we have that e -  1 < - cos r, 
[YY'[ IZE[ 
So all it matters from A is the segment ~ -  {C). Here we would like to have 
-P l  - cos r > 1 - r, 
L -LE -  1 -cos t  - 
i.e., Yl ~_ r - rcosr  - I. But ~/I __~ ( --  1 and (e - 1,0) E On V. Thus, equivalently 
e- l  ~_r - rcosr - l .  
Hence, optimality happens when ro - ro cos r0 - ¢. Therefore D - ro satisfies (3.9). 
PROOF. 
that is (e - 1, 0) is to the left of the line z -- - cos r. Assume Y E [] n V, then E E [] n V (see 
Figure 5). We have 
[] 
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Figure 5. 
YT .° 
A 
X 
V 
Figure 6. 
31r CL,,,IM 5. (3.9) bolds for a = ½ and a = T .  
The proofs are similar to the previous one and are omitted. 
CLAIM 6. (3.9) holds [or a e [1, ½), i.e., s ina  > O, cosa > O. 
c = (~ a, sm ~), A = (eos(~ + r), sm(~ + r)), a = (eos(a - r), sm(~ -- r)) and 
K = (cosa  - e, s ina  - e). 
PRooF. We always have z ABC = 0 = ~ < ~ and ZBCA = lr - r > ~. From Claim 1, the 
square I-I is above the line (AB),  that is the point K is above the line (AB).  Furthermore for 
any Y = (vl ,  ~)  ~ [] n V we have 
Yl cos a + Y2 sin a > cos r. 
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The optimal Y here is Y* := (y~,y~) = K. The line (AC) is given by y -  s ina = N(z -  cos ~), 
where 
sin(a + r) - sin a N1 
N := slope(AC) = tan ~ = cos(~ + r) - cos a := ~"  
At z = cos~ - ~, we get y = sin~ - Ne. 
We would like to prove that K is below (AC). For that we need 
sin a - e < sin a - Ne. (3.22) 
Equivalently, it is enough to prove N := N1/N2 < 1. Since a E [1, -~) we have N~ < 0. If N _> 0 
that means N1 _< 0, that is sin(a + r) _< sin a i.e., a + r E (~, lr). Since siope(AB) < 0, we have 
0 _< ~ < 0 < ~. Hence N = tan ~ < 1. Therefore (3.22) holds and K is below (AC). Similarly, 
one can check that K is to the leR of the line (BC). Thus, the moment point K belongs to the 
interior of A = conv.(ABC) - {A, B, C). 
Finally, for all Y E F'I I'1 V we have Yl _> cos a - c, Y2 _> sin a - e(cos a > 0, sin a > 0). 
Consequently, 
~1 Cos ~ "JC ~/2 s in  O~ ~.~ (co8 a --  ~) cos o~ -6- ( s in  t~ --  ~) s in  ~ "- 1 --  f ( cos  o~ ~- sin a). 
It should be (see (3.21)) 
1 - e(cos a + sin ~) >_ r cos r - r + 1. 
So, optimality can happen only when 
r0 - r0 cos r0 = e(cos a + sin a) ,  
i.e., (3.9) holds with D = r0. 
CL,~ 7. / fa  ~ (½,9) o,  ~ e (~ ,~)  o, ~ ~ (~,2~-  1] then ~ (3.~) holds. 
The proofs are similar to the last one and are omitted. 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 is now complete. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let f (z )  = cos x, g(z) -- sin x; ~ E [0, 1) or a E (2~r - 1, 29). Define 
D = Da(e ,  f ,  g) = sup{K(X ,  a)  : IE cos X - cos al  < e, IE sin X - sin al  < e}. 
Let ~ = a -t- 1, i f  a E [0, 1) and ~ = a - 1, i f  a E (2z" - 1,2z'). Then 
Da(e,f,g) <_ Dp(e(cos i +s in  1),f,g). 
In particular, by (3.10), 
D~,(E,I,g) _< ~/2.19 e(cos i + sin 1)([cosa[ + Isinal), (3.23) 
for any 0 ~ a < 29 and e E (0, ~ (1 - cos 1)). 
PROOF. Let a E [0, I), Y = X + 1. Then ~ = ~ + 1 E [1,29 - I] and 
I f [Ecos (Y -  1 ) -  cos (~-  i)[ < I I  
Da(e, f ,  g) - sup K(Y ,~- I ) : (C )  L [Es in (Y - l ) - s in (~- l ) [~: '  " 
Since 
and 
cos(Y - i) = cosY cos i + sinY sin 1, 
sin(Y - 1) = - cos Y sin I + sin Y cos 1. 
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We have by (C), 
and 
That is 
where 
and 
Hence, 
are implying 
[E(cos Y cos 1 + sin Y sin 1) - (cos#cos I + sin flcos 1)1 _< e, 
IE( - cos Y sin I +s inY  cos 1) - (cos~sin 1+ sin#cos 1)1 < ~. 
:= E cos Y - eos #, 
& := cos 1 > O, 
-~_<~&+,~_< ~ 
I -~#+ ~&l _ ~, 
:= Es inY  - sinfl, 
f l :=s in l  > &. 
and - ~ < -~ +.  & < ~, 
_,  (& + #) _<. (&2 + #2) _<, (& + #), 
i.e., I . I  _< (a + #). Analogously, by 
-~ < ~&+r/fl_< e and - c_< ~- r /&_ .  ~, 
we get 
_,(& +~) < ~(&2 + ~2) _< ,(~ + ~), 
i.e.. I~1 < ~ (& + ~)..Therefore 
D.(e, f, g) <_ 1)# (e (cos 1 + sin 1), f, g), 
is established. 
The proof for the case of ~ E (2~r - I, 21r] can be carried out in a similar fashion so that it can 
be omitted. II 
Further, we are going to use (3.23) in order to obtain estimates for Da(c,f,g) where 
f ( z )=)~+pcosz+vs inz ,  z E [0,2~r], )~,p, vER,  
and 
g(z )=a+bcosz+cs inz ,  z e [0,2~r], a,b, cER.  
Assuming c ~ 0 we have 
where 
COROLLARY 3.4. 
and B ~ O. Then 
where 
f(x) = A + B cos x + Cg(x) ,  
va vb v 
A=~-- - ,  B=p- - - ,  C=- .  
c c C 
Let the trigonometric polynomials f and g be defined as above. Assume c ~ 0 
D~(e,l,g) < Da(~rO,],O), for any 0 _< oe < 2~r, 
and 
17= max ( I ,  ~ ([C[+ 1) ) ;  f (z)  = cosz, 
i f0  < e < ~ (1 - cos 1), then we obta/n 
Da(~, I, g) _< ~/2.19 • 1" q(cos I + sin 1) (I cos ~,l + I , in o,I), 
PROOF. It is obvious. 
~(~) = sin x. 
for any O <_ a < 2r. (3.24) 
| 
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4. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we give precise estimates for the deviation between the waiting times of a 
deterministic and a random queue. We use the notations of Sections 2 and 3. 
THEOItEM 4.1. 
(i) Let the approximating queueing model be of type D / G /1/ oo. Assume that the sequences 
and ~ of the "real" queue of type G/G/1/oo are independent. Then the Proidiorov dis- 
tance between the sequences of waiting; times of D/G/1/oo-queue and G/G/1/oo-queue 
is estimated as follows 
1 , co 
7(@, @ ) < IND(i) + IND(i*) 4- E (7(ej, e;) 4- 7(sj, 8;)). (4.1) 
j=l 
(ii) Assume that the approx/matL-tg model is of type D/D/1/oo and the "real" queue is of 
type G/G/1/oo. Then 
O0 
7(~, ~')  _< 2 ~ 7(~j, ~;), (4.2) 
j=l 
and 
~r(~, ~*) < 2 E (7(e~, e;) + 7(sj, s;)). (4.3) 
jr1 
The right-hand sides of (4.1)-(4.3) can be estimated as follows: Let 7(X,X*) denote 
7(ej,, i) in (4.1), or 7 (~,~)  in (4.2), o~ 7(~,~i) (7(,~, D) in (4.3) (note taat X* ~ a 
constant). Then (a) if for a function ~ which is nondecreasing on [0, 4-00) and continuous 
on [O, ll 
E~(IX - X'l)  < 6 < 1, (4.4) 
holds, then 
7(X, X ' )  _< min(1, ~b(6)), (4.5) 
where Xb is the inverse function of t ~(t); (b) if 
(iii) 
where 
[Ey(X) - .f(X*)[ < el, 
l Eg(X) -  g(X*)[ < ca, 
(4.8) 
f ( z )=A+pz+vz  2, z,A,p, vER,  
g (z )=a4-bz4-cz  2, z,a,b, cER,  
e ~ O, p ~ ~,  then for any el > 0 and ~2 > O, 
7(x, x ' )  _ (~2 + 2Ix" l~1) l/s, (4.7) 
where ~1 and ~ are linear combinations of e, and e~ delined as in Coro/lary 3.2; (c) if 
X E [0, 27] a.e. and 
IEf(X) -/(X*)l _< ~, (4.S) 
lEg(x) - g(x*)l < ~, 
where f (z)  = A 4- pcosz 4- vsinz, and g(z) = a + bcosz 4- csinz, for z E [0,2r], 
a, b, c, A, p, v E It, c # 0, p # ~,  then 
K(X, X*) < ~/2.19 e~',(cos 14- sin 1) (I cos X" 1 4- l sin X" l) (4.9) 
where the constants r and ~ are defined as in Corollary 3.4. 
INDICATION. (i) see Theorem 2.1; (ii) see Theorem 3.1; (ilia) see Theorem 3.1; (iiib) see Corol- 
lazy 3.2; (iiic) see Corollary 3.4. 
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5. GENERAL DISCUSSION 
One may consider the presented results of Section 4 as results on the stability of a deterministic 
queueing model. Namely, we were concerned with the following question "will the proposed 
deterministic queueing model yield a satisfactory approximation to the real queueing system 
under consideration and if so, within which limits? ~ 
Pioneer works on the stability of queueing models are due to [14-17]. Recent contributions 
are described in the monographs of [1,18, Chapter 4]. In the present paper, we combine the 
techniques of investigating the stability of queueing models with the solution of some special type 
of moment problems. The literature on moment problems i  enormous. For an acquaintance with 
the contemporary stage of moment problems we recommend the Proceedings of the Symposium 
"Moment in Mathematics," Vol. 37, A.M.S., 1987. For problems related to the present paper, we 
refer to [2,4,19-21]. 
Further, let us consider some open problems. First, one can easily combine the results of 
this paper with those of [1,6,22], in order to obtain estimates between the outputs of a general 
G/G/1/~ (in the sense of Section 2) and an approximating queueing model of types M/D/1/oo, 
D/M/1/~. Moreover one can consider multi-channel and multi-stage models (see [1]). However, 
much more interesting and difficult is to obtain precise stimates for lr(~,F), assuming that 
and F are random sequences satisfying 
I E (e~ - e~)l _< elj, I Eb( le~l )  - E,f~(le~l)l _< e2~. 
Here, even the c~e h(~)  = =2 is open (see the d isc~ion m [21]). 
Following the scheme of this paper, one ean get estimates for tp(~, ~*), (0 < p < oo), where 
tp(X, Y) = inf{£p(X,Y): ~ =X, ]  7 d =d y}, 
and 
£p(X, Y) = (E@(X, y))min(l ,  I/p), (O < p < oo), 
£~(X,Y) = ass supd(X,Y). 
The explicit and dual representation a d the criteria for tp-convergence are given in [23] and 
listed references in that paper. 
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